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Magnetic susceptibility, Cu NQR, and high-filed magnetization have been measured in polycrystallin
SrCu2sBO3d2 having a two-dimensional (2D) orthogonal network of Cu dimers. This cuprate provides
a new class of 2D spin-gap systemsD  30 Kd in which the ground state can be solved “exactly.”
Furthermore, in the magnetization, two plateaus corresponding to1

4
and 1

8
of the full Cu moment were

first observed for 2D quantum spin systems. [S0031-9007(99)08878-X]

PACS numbers: 76.60.–k, 75.40.Cx
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Since the so-called pseudo spin gap has been sugg
to have intimate relevance to the appearance of highTc

superconductivity, a considerable number of studies h
been made on low-dimensional quantum spin syst
with a spin-singlet ground state over the past decade
Experimentally, however, they are limited to quasi-on
dimensional (quasi-1D) cases such as SrCu2O3 (S 

1
2

ladder system) [2],Y2BaNiO5 (S  1 Haldane system
[3], and CusNO3d22.5H2O (S 

1
2 alternating chain) [4],

except for a quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) syst
CaV4O9 [5], for which a model based on the plaque
singlets is considered to explain the origin of the s
gap [6]. For this reason, it is important to discover oth
examples of 2D spin systems having a finite spin gap
an excited state.

In this Letter, we investigated a 2D quantum spin s
tem SrCu2sBO3d2 by means of magnetic susceptibilit
nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR), and high-field m
netization, and have found that SrCu2sBO3d2 is a new
spin-gap system with an exact ground state. Moreo
in the magnetization curves at 1.7 and 0.5 K, we h
succeeded in observing14 and 1

8 plateaus of the saturatio
magnetization, which is the first observation of the qu
tized magnetizations in 2D spin systems.

SrCu2sBO3d2 has a tetragonal unit cell with the cell co
stants ofa  8.995 Å andc  6.649 Å at room tempera-
tures [7]. All Cu21 ions with a localized spinS 

1
2 are

located at crystallographically equivalent sites. The str
ture is characterized by the layers of interconnected r
angular planar CuO4 and triangular planar BO3 groups
as shown in Fig. 1(a). These layers extend paralle
the c axis, and are structurally separated from each o
by planes composed of Sr21 ions. A unique 2D mag-
netic linkage of the Cu21 spins is formed as illustrated i
Fig. 1(b): The first-nearest-neighbor (1 NN) Cu pairs (
distance of 2.905 Å) share an edge to form dimeric un
which are connected orthogonally with each other thro
0031-9007y99y82(15)y3168(4)$15.00
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B31 ions, providing pathways for weak interdimer inte
action. Each Cu21 ion has four second-nearest-neighb
(2NN) Cu21 ions (5.132 Å). In other words, each C
dimer is surrounded by six 2NN Cu21 ions.

The SrCu2sBO3d2 sample was prepared by a solid sta
reaction method from SrsNO3d2, CuO, andB2O3 with
99.99% purities. Powders were ground, followed by t
heat treatment at850 ±C for 2 weeks with intermediate
gridings. The powder x-ray diffracting pattern indicat
a single-phase product with no impurity. The magne
susceptibility was measured using a superconducting q
tum interference device magnetometer in the tempera
T range from 1.7 to 400 K in an applied magnetic fie
H of 1.0 T. The Cu NQR spectra were measured wit
homemade phase-incoherent-type spectrometer. The
quency was scanned from 16.0 to 27.0 MHz with a
proximate intervals of about 0.1 MHz. The spin-latti
relaxation rate1yT1 at 63Cuy65Cu nuclear was measure

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the crystal structure
SrCu2sBO3d2 along f001g. The closed circles, small ope
circles, and large open circles denote, respectively, the C21,
B31, and O22 ions. The unit cell is represented by dott
lines. (b) 2D coordinates of the Cu21 spins. The 1NN and
the 2NN Cu pairs are denoted by the solid and broken lin
respectively.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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by the saturation recovery and inversion recovery meth
on the center line of the quadrupole spectrum. The mag
tization measurement was carried out up to 45 T at 4.2,
and 0.5 K using an induction method with a wire-wou
pulse magnet whose duration time is about 20 ms.

We show in Fig. 2 theT dependence of the magnet
susceptibilityxraw measured at 1.0 T. A prominent cha
acteristic is thatxraw shows a maximum at around 20
and it rapidly drops toward zero with reducing tempe
ture, suggesting the existence of an energy gap in the
excitation spectrum.xraw was fitted well to the Curie-
Weiss law over theT range of 160 to 400 K with the
Weiss temperature ofu  292.5 K and the effectiveg
factor, g  2.14, accompanied with a constant suscep
bility x0  22.01 3 1025 emuymol Cu. As seen in the
inset of Fig. 2, a small Curie-Weiss-like upturn is se
in the xraw curve below 4 K, which would appear du
to magnetic impurities and/or defects of Cu21 ions in
SrCu2sBO3d2. In order to estimate the Curie-Weiss ter
at low temperatures, the data below 3.5 K were fitted
C0ysT 2 u0d. This gaveu0  22.5 K and C0  2.7 3

1023 emuKymol Cu, corresponding to0.72% of nearly
free S 

1
2 impurities. Spin susceptibilityxspin was fi-

nally evaluated after subtractingC0ysT 2 u0d 1 x0 from
xraw . By fitting xspin at a low temperature range wit
xspin ~ exps2DsyT d, we roughly evaluated the gapDs to
be 19 6 1 K. The fitting curve is drawn in the inset o
Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep
ity in SrCu2sBO3d2 powder. The open and closed circles re
resent, respectively, the measured susceptibilityxraw , and spin
susceptibilityxspin after subtracting the Curie-Weiss and co
stant terms fromxraw . The solid and broken lines show th
theoretical curves based on a dimer model. The enlarged
is shown in the inset, where the solid curve indicates the fi
xspin ~ exps2DSyT d.
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A microscopic investigation by means of Cu NQ
has confirmed the existence of the spin-singlet grou
state with the finite energy gap in SrCu2sBO3d2. Typi-
cal spin-echo spectra of63Cuy65Cu NQR lines measured
at constantt (t being the time separation between th
exciting and refocusing rf pulses) of80 ms are shown
in the inset of Fig. 3 obtained atT  4.3 and 3.1 K.
The solid curves are the best calculated profile with
Gaussian distribution of the electric field gradient with
FWHM of 400 kHz (4.3 K) and 250 kMz (3.1 K). The
ratio of two resonance frequencies measured at 4.
is found to be exactly the same as that of the nucl
quadrupole moment of Cu (63Qy65Q  1.081). Accord-
ingly, we can conclude that these lines are classified
63Cuy65Cu NQR lines. The quadrupole frequencyyQ for
4.3 K can be obtained to be 23.01 MHz for63Cu (higher
resonance branch). On the contrary, when the temp
ture is lowered (see the spectrum at 3.1 K), the NQ
line signal splits into two components withyQ  22.85
and 23.25 MHz for63Cu. This split is attributable to
the nuclear spin-spin coupling in the dimer, which w
also observed for the dimer chain site in Sr14Cu24O41
[8]. This will be treated in full detail elsewhere a
well as spin-echo oscillating behavior observed also
this compound.

The T dependence of1yT1 is presented in Fig. 3. The
recovery curves were fitted to the single exponential ter
and comparison of the recovery curves for63Cu and65Cu
revealed that the relaxation process is dominantly magn

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of1yT1 measured by satu-
ration recovery method at Kyoto University (open) and
inversion recovery method at University of Illinois at Urban
Champaign (closed). The solid line shows the activatedT
dependence withDR , 30 K. In the inset is shown the Cu
NQR spectra measured at 4.3 and 3.1 K.
3169
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[63T1y65T1  1.112 for 3.1 K is close tos65gy63gd2 
1.1475]. Then, we fitted the data to the activatedT de-
pendence,1yT1 ~ exps2DRyT d (DR: the dynamical spin
gap), and obtainedDR  30 K a little larger thanDS 
19 K estimated from the magnetic susceptibility.

Now that we are sure that SrCu2sBO3d2 has the finite
energy gap between the ground and exited states, the
step is to clarify the origin of the spin gap. From t
viewpoint of the crystal structure, or rather the arran
ment of magnetic Cu21 ions, one may intuitively expec
that the magnetic properties of the present material wo
be just those of the 1NN Cu dimers. AnS 

1
2 dimer

model [9] is simplest among spin-gap systems and wid
known to be applicable to many materials: CsV2O5 [10],
BaCuSi2O6 [11], and various Cu complexes [12]. Consi
ering the dimer bridging angle (/Cu-O-Cu) of 102.42±, it
is reasonable to suppose that the intradimer exchang
teraction (symbolized byJ) is antiferromagnetic;J , 0.
( In general, there is an inverse correlation between
value ofJ and the angle at the bridging oxygen atom, a
J changes its sign near 97.6± [13].)

Our xspin data were first analyzed using anS 
1
2

isolated antiferromagnetic (AF) dimer model [9], whe
the spin susceptibilityxd is expressed as

xd 
Ng2m

2
B

3kBT

∑
1 1

1
3

exps22JykBT d
∏21

. (1)

Here, N , mB, and kB are Avogadro number, the Boh
magneton, and Boltzmann constant, respectively. N
that J is a unique fitting parameter. Although we a
tempted to fit thexspin data in such a manner that th
temperature at maximumxd coincides with that ofxspin
s 18.5 Kd, Fig. 2 clearly shows that the result was f
from satisfaction: Compared with the theoretical cu
with JykB  215.0 K (solid line), the peak ofxspin is
significantly suppressed. In order to resolve the great
crepancy betweenxspin and xd, an AF 2NN interaction
J 0 s,0d was introduced. We calculated susceptibility
a mean-field approximation given in Ref. [14]. Neverth
less, it hardly improved the fit as seen in the curve ass
ing J 0ykB  25 K (broken line). To obtain the best fi
one has to assume an unreasonably large negative val
J 0ykB  250 K apparently beyond the validity of a mea
field approximationsjJ 0j ø jJjd. It should be pointed ou
that, if the 1NN interaction is antiferromagneticsJ , 0d,
the 2NN Cu spins feel a spin frustration highly releva
to a resonating-valence-bond state [15]. The effect of
spin frustration is actually seen in the fairly small spin g
in contrast with the large Weiss temperature.

Magnetization measurement is a useful tool to cla
the nature of a spin-singlet ground state since it
provide crucial information on a magnetic excited sta
Figure 4 shows the magnetizationM of SrCu2sBO3d2
as a function ofH, where no hysteresis was observ
between the field increasing and decreasing processes
expected, the continuous transition from the singlet gro
state to the gapless magnetic state occurs at around
3170
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FIG. 4. Magnetization curves of SrCu2sBO3d2 obtained
at 4.2 and 1.7 K (top); and 0.5 K (bottom). The broke
lines correspond to 1

4
and 1

8
of the full magnetization

( 1y2NgmB emuymol Cu with g  2.14). Inset: Zero-
temperature magnetization curve for the isolated dimer mo
with a critical field of 20 T.

corresponding to the gap of 30 K in agreement with t
T21

1 result. With decreasing temperature, this transiti
becomes more distinct. For comparison, we show
theoretical magnetization at zero temperature based on
isolated dimer model with a critical field of 20 T [4,14
again in disagreement with the experimental data.

Our experimental study has triggered a theoreti
search for this 2D spin system. Recently, Miyahara a
Ueda showed that SrCu2sBO3d2 is close to the critical
point between the spin-singlet state and the Néel orde
state [16]. The unusual behavior of the susceptibil
is a consequence of the closeness to the criticality,
their theoretical calculations reproduced thex-T curve
quite satisfactorily. Furthermore, SrCu2sBO3d2 having
the 2D orthogonal dimer network [17] has been found
be a clean system with the “exact” dimer ground sta
SrCu2sBO3d2 is the first example where this exact groun
state is achieved.

The most important finding in the present high-fie
study is that the two plateaus corresponding to1

4 and
1
8 of the saturation moment appear in the magneti
tions at 1.7 and 0.5 K. The critical fields are eval
ated by extrapolating theM vs H curves in the slope
regions to the zero,18 and 1

4 plateau lines in Fig. 4.
As a result,Hc1  20.9 T, Hc2  27.9 T, Hc3  29.8 T,
Hc4  37.0 T, and Hc5  41.0 T are obtained. With
increasingH, we have the gapped and gapless grou
states by turns: In the gapped regionsH , Hc1, Hc2 ,

H , Hc3, and Hc4 , H , Hc5, SrCu2sBO3d2 has the
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finite energy gap between the ground and the low
exited states, and, in the gapless regionsHc1 , H , Hc2,
Hc3 , H , Hc4, andHc5 , H, the system has no exc
tation gap and the magnetization increases continuou
The observed plateaus are not flat although the dat
0.5 K have clearer plateaus than in the case of 1.7 K. T
is partly because of thermal fluctuation and also beca
of the fact that the measurement using powder sam
averages the field-direction-dependent critical fields d
to the anisotropy of theg factor.

Theoretically, several 1D quantum spin models ha
been shown to have magnetization plateaus [18–20].
example, the1

2 and the 1
3 plateaus appear, respectivel

in an S  1 alternating AF Heisenberg chain and in a
S 

1
2 AF Heisenberg chain with period-3 exchange co

pling. Recently, these quantization conditions have b
generalized by Oshikawa, Yamanaka, and Affleck [2
They investigated the general Heisenberg spin chain
zero temperature in the presence ofH and showed tha
the magnetization per sitem is topologically quantized as
nsS 2 md  integer, wheren is the period of the ground
state, andS is the magnitude of spin. From the experime
tal point of view, the quantized plateaus have been ind
found in the magnetization curves of 1D compoun
fNi2smedptd2sm-oxd sm-N3dgClO4 ? 0.5H2O ( 1

2 plateau)
[22] and NH4CuCl3 ( 1

4 and 3
4 plateaus) [23], both of which

are considered to satisfy the quantization conditions.
In contrast to the 1D spin systems mentioned abo

the problem of the quantized magnetization plate
in 2D spin systems has not been addressed yet.
should be stressed that SrCu2sBO3d2 is the first example
having quantized magnetization plateaus in the 2D s
systems. The recent theory by Miyahara and Ue
suggests that triplet excitations from the ground state
almost localized, which accounts for the1

4 and 1
8 plateaus

in the 2D orthogonal dimer lattice [16]. Moreover, oth
plateaus at12 , 1

10 , 1
16 , . . . have been predicted.

In summary, we have investigated both the static a
the dynamical magnetic properties of SrCu2sBO3d2 by
means of magnetic susceptibility, Cu NQR, and hig
field magnetization measurements, and have found
existence of the spin-singlet ground state with the ene
gap of 30 K. It is concluded that SrCu2sBO3d2 is a new
spin-gap system with the exact dimer ground state [1
Furthermore, the quantized magnetization plateaus h
been observed at14 and 1

8 of the full magnetization, which
is the first case in the 2D quantum spin systems. T
recent theoretical investigation has succeeded to exp
these interesting magnetic behaviors of SrCu2sBO3d2 [16].
Investigations using a single crystal are necessary in o
to understand fully the nature of the spin-singlet grou
state and to observe the predicted magnetization plate
It is also interesting to examine the effect of hole/electr
doping, which may induce superconductivity.
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